Abstract：In order to deal with the vibration problem about machinery installed in a cylinder, the analytical model for a single-stage passive isolation system which consists of complex excitations, multiple elastic mounts and a circular cylindrical shell foundation is established. Based on classical thin shell theories and modal superposition principle, the mobility functions of a cylindrical shell with both ends shear diaphragms supported are derived. In these expressions, the responses of odd and even modes are taken into account together. The mobility matrix is used to characterize the relationship between different forms of forces and speed responses. Wave effects in elastic mounts are considered also, and the mobility method is applied to derive the power flow transfer equations of the overall system. It is found that the standing longitudinal and flexural waves of the mounts induced by the vertical force, transverse force and moment excitations have obvious effects on the power transmission at high frequencies. Moment excitation has an important effect on the transmission of power into the flexible cylinder. It necessarily suggests that the radial flexural vibration component plays a dominant role in the power transmission. This proposed approach is provided with modular scalability and can provide a theoretical guidance for the structural parameter optimization and integrated passive and active control strategies.
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e 的具体形式详见文献 [14] 。 由式(10)可算得圆柱壳体每阶模态中的三个固 有频率值。由小到大依次对应圆柱壳体弯曲振动、 纵向振动及扭转振动为主的固有频率 [13] 。为考虑壳 体结构内阻，采用带迟滞阻尼的线性 Kelvin-Voigt 模型 [15] ，将圆柱壳体有阻尼振动的固有频率表述为 2 2 r
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